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Brothers and Family,
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PRESIDENT

Caleb Knox

ALUMNI DIRECTOR

Michael O’Connell

RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR

Ryan Sandmann

Starting off this semester, we recruited 12 new members which is the largest new member class since Alpha Alpha’s return to campus.
Throughout their pledge-ship, these guys spent a lot of time getting to know the active members and became Better Men by learning the values
of Alpha Sigma Phi. Initiation was a huge success as we now have the opportunity to call these men our brothers. We look forward to continuing
our growth as a chapter going into the following semesters as we strive to charter.
As we continue to strengthen our presence on campus and seek to give back to our community, our chapter engaged in several philanthropic
and community service events. Some of the sorority events we participated in this semester include: Delta Gamma’s “Anchorsplash,” Gamma
Phi Beta’s “Chili Cook-Off” and Alpha Omicron Pi’s BBQ. We placed 2nd overall in the Anchorsplash and chili cook-off. We won fan favorite in the
BBQ competition. Furthermore, the Chapter held two community service events, one of which entailed cleaning up a local park and the other
included collecting cans from local neighborhoods to be donated to OU’s food pantry. For Homecoming, we paired with Delta Gamma, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and the Hispanic American Student Association. Our theme was “The Jetsons.” Our dance, mural, float and decoration board won us 2nd
place overall.
More importantly, as a chapter we engaged and emphasized on brotherhood development and retention through activities throughout the
semester sponsored by the Athletics Director and the Brotherhood Committee of the Chapter. Our members spent a day paintballing at Avid
Sports Paintball in Guthrie, which was a great outdoor activity to bring brothers together and take our minds off of classwork. Additionally, we
had an intramural team for all of the fall sports that OU offers including flag football, sand volleyball, racquetball and others. The largest step that
the Chapter has taken is our recent development to have 22 brothers– with the opportunity to expand- and move into an apartment complex
together the coming fall of 2018. By working with the Cottages of Norman, they have given us the ability to lease adjacent apartment units which
will serve as our satellite house next school year.
Lastly, elections recently took place, which means that new faces and new leaders are guiding Alpha Alpha for the next year. These are the newly
elected officers:
President: Caleb Knox, Oklahoma ’15
Vice President: Kurt Green, Oklahoma ’16
Recruitment Director: Ryan Sandmann, Oklahoma ’15
Treasurer: Tim Kuketz, Oklahoma ’15
Secretary: Andrew Burks, Oklahoma ’15
Alumni Director: Michael O’Connell, Oklahoma ’15
Membership Education Director: Jackson Saul, Oklahoma ’17
Scholarship Director: Adan Aguinaga, Oklahoma ’17
Marshal: Carter Vann, Oklahoma ’16
Sergeant-At-Arms: Jake Selvera, Oklahoma ’17

GRAND CHAPTER ADVISOR

Chip Taylor

This board is extremely motivated and excited to tackle the coming year and push the chapter to continue To Better the Man.
In Phi,

Michael O’Connell, Oklahoma ’15
Alumni Director
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SIGBUST
Over the weekend of OU v. Texas, Alumni Director Michael
O’Connell, Oklahoma ’15, collaborated with alumni to organize
a SigBust gathering in Dallas.
The night before the game, brothers of all roster number ranks
met at Frankie’s Downtown. At this event, many members and
alumni gathered to socialize and build relationships with each
other. Hearing the alumni’s stories of Alpha Alpha’s past was
amazing and inspiring to all of the members, especially the
young guys.
Watching the brotherhood be upheld by the alumni after all the
years brought a new meaning of what it means to be an Alpha
Sig. We plan to make this an annual event in hopes to grow the
turnout each year and even collaborate with the Eta Eta (Texas)
Chapter for some brotherly rivalry.

DONORS

VOLUNTEER

SCOTT GRISSOM, oklahoma ’78
ROBERT LUCY, oklahoma ’51
WILLIAM MATHES, oklahoma ’70
PAUL SWENSON, oklahoma ’71
STEVEN TROLINGER, oklahoma ’70
PAUL WOODY, oklahoma ’62

STANDARDS advisor
RECRUITMENT advisor
FAMILY/PARENT representative
MEMBERSHIP EDUCATION advisor
SERVICE/PHILANTHROPY advisor

Chapter Council

Thank you for giving to the Alpha Alpha Provisional Chapter
Endowment in 2017. Your generosity has helped the
Alpha Alpha Provisional Chapter thrive and continue
to Better the Man now and for years to come.

To learn more about the opportunities above,
visit http://alphasigmaphi.org/chapter-councils
or contact Chip Taylor, Grand Chapter Advisor
for the Alpha Alpha Provisional Chapter.

Volunteer

Mentor

Advise

OMEGA CHAPTER
LAURENCE BENSON
oklahoma ’55

portal.alphasigmaphi.org/alumupdates

JESSE BIRD

oklahoma ’53
@alphasigsuo

BROTHERS with
MISSING CONTACT INFO
help us find them!
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